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TRANSONIC  AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF POWERED MODELS 
OF SEVERAL APOLLO LAUNCH-ESCAPE VEHICLE CONFIGURATIONS 
By Bobby Lee  Berr ier  and  Odis C. Pendergraft, Jr. 
Langley Research  Center 
SUMMARY 
An investigation of several  models of Apollo  launch-escape  vehicle  configurations 
has  been  made at Mach numbers  from 0.70 to 1.30. The  effects of command  module 
strakes, a flow separation  device,  escape-rocket  tower  modifications,  nozzle  cant  angle, 
and  offset  thrust  vector  were  investigated.  The  escape-rocket  exhaust  was  simulated 
with a hydrogen  peroxide  rocket  mounted  upstream of the command module. The  angle- 
of-attack  range  was -5' to 31°, and  the  average  Reynolds  number  based on the  maximum 
command-module  diameter  was 4.34 X lo6 at a Mach number of 0.90. 
The  results of the  investigation  indicate  that axial force  (drag)  was  decreased 
because of favorable  jet  interference by adding strakes to  the  command  module, by using 
a "ring-attachment"  type of escape-rocket  tower,  or by increasing  nozzle  cant  angle. 
INTRODUCTION 
Several  investigations  have  been  made of the  aerodynamic  characteristics of pro- 
posed Apollo launch-escape vehicle configurations. (See refs. 1 to 3.) All these inves- 
tigations  were  made  without  simulation of the  jet  exhaust  from  the  escape-rocket  nozzles. 
An investigation of Mercury  escape  configurations  with  airflow  through  the  rocket  nozzles 
indicated  that  the  aerodynamic  characteristics  were  affected by escape-rocket  exhaust 
flow. (See ref. 4.) Exhaust interference effects were also shown by later investigations 
on the Apollo launch-escape  vehicle  which  utilized  hydrogen  peroxide  decomposition  prod- 
ucts  for hot exhaust  gas  simulation. (See refs. 5 and 6.) 
The  objective of the  present  investigation  was  to  examine  the jet interference  effects 
on  the  aerodynamic  characteristics of several  modifications  to  the  0.085-scale  model 
Apollo  launch-escape  vehicle  used  in  references  5  and 6. The  modifications  consisted of 
addition of lateral strakes and a flow separator  disk, two tower  types,  nozzle  cant angles, 
and  an  offset  thrust  vector. 
The  tests  were conducted  in  the  Langley  l6-foot  transonic  tunnel at Mach numbers 
from 0.70 to 1.30 at angles of attack  from -5O to 31° over a thrust-coefficient  range  from 
0 to 3.54. The test Reynolds  number  based  on a model base diameter of 33.25 centi- 
meters and free-stream  conditions  varied  from 2.95 X lo6 to 4.38 X lo6. 
SYMBOLS 
The  positive  direction of forces  and  moments is shown  in  figure 1. The  basic  data 
presented  herein are referred  to  the body system of axes with  the  origin  located at the 
theoretical  apex of the  command module. 
A reference area, maximum  cross-sectional  rea of command module, 
868.2331 sq cm 
d  maximum  diameter of command  module, 33.25 cm 
1 length of command  module  measured  from the theoretical apex, 30.78 cm 
M free-stream Mach number 
P  pressure, N/m2 
q dynamic  pressure, N/m2 
a! angle of attack of model center  line,  deg 
P angle  between  model  center  line and nozzle  center  line,  deg 
@ angular location  with  respect  to  module  longitudinal axis positive  in  counter- 
clockwise  direction looking upstream,  deg 
8 angle between  model  center  line  and  thrust  axis,  deg 
Subscripts: 
a ambient 
f static  thru t 
2 
t total 
03 free  stream 
Aerodynamic  coefficients  (include  jet-interference  effects  but not the  direct  forces or 
moments  produced by the jet): 
CA 
Cm 
CN 
axial-force  coefficient, Axial force 
qmA 
pitching-moment  coefficient, 
Pitching  moment 
q,Ad 
normal-force  coefficient. Normal  force 
Coefficients of force and moment  components of jet  thrust: 
(Axial force)j 
PaA 
CA,f static  xial-thrust  coefficient, 
(Axial force)j 
q,A cos P ‘A, j 
thrust  coefficient, 
or resultant  thrust  coefficient, 
cA,j ‘Os P 
COS e COS e 
(Pitching  moment) 
Cm,f static  pitching-moment  coefficient, j 
PaAd 
(Pitching  moment) 
Cm,j pitching-moment  coefficient, j q,Ad 
(Normal  force) 
PaA 
(Normal  force); 
static normal-force  coefficient, j cN, f 
‘N, j normal-force  coefficient, . J  qmA 
Coefficients  with  aerodynamic and thrust  components  included: 
‘A, t total  axial-force  coefficient, CA - C A , ~  COS p 
‘m, t total  pitching-moment  coefficient, Cm + Cm,j 
cN, t total  normal-force  coefficient, CN + cN, j  
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APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 
Wind Tunnel 
The  present  investigation  was  conducted in the  Langley 16-foot transonic  tunnel, 
which is a single-return,  atmospheric wind tunnel  with  an  octagonal test section  and  con- 
tinuous air exchange.  The  tunnel  has a continuously variable  speed  range  from a Mach 
number of 0.20 to 1.30. 
Model and  Support  System 
A sketch of the Apollo launch-escape  vehicle  and  sting  support is shown in  figure 2. 
The  model  consisted of the  escape-rocket  simulator,  rocket-support  structure, and the 
command module. Additional model details and configuration code designations a r e  given 
ifi figure 3. Photographs of several model  configurations  installed  in  the test section of 
the  Langley  16-foot  transonic  tunnel are shown in  figure 4. 
Command  module.-  The  command  module was  investigated without  and  with the 
antenna  housings  and  umbilical  fairing.  These  configurations a r e  designated  C1 and C2, 
respectively,  and a r e  shown in  figure 3(a). In addition, figure 3(a) shows two strake con- 
figurations  designated C3 and C4. The  strakes  were  located  in  the yaw plane  and  their 
function  was  to  eliminate  unwanted  trim  points  in  pitch  that  occurred  for  the  command 
module alone. (See ref. 7.) However, since the command module was not investigated 
without  the  escapelrocket  structure  in  the  present  investigation,  the  objective of this 
investigation  was  to  determine  the  effect of the  strakes on the  aerodynamic  characteris- 
t ics of a powered  model of the  entire  launch-escape  vehicle at low angles of attack. 
Escape-rocket  tower  structure.- Two different  escape-rocket  tower  structures 
were  investigated  to  determine  their  effect on the  aerodynamic  characteristics of the 
Apollo launch-escape  vehicle.  Details of the two tower  structures  are given  in  fig- 
ure  3(b). Both towers had four longitudinal members. The diagonal members in the 
first bay of the  tower  designated  T1  were  connected  to a ring  perpendicular  to  the  tower 
center  line and located slightly inside the four longitudinal members. This tower (Tl) is 
referred  to as the  "ring  attachment"  type.  The  tower  designated  T2 had diagonal  mem- 
be r s  which were connected  directly  to  the  longitudinal  members  and  did not project  into 
the  inside  volume of the  tower  structure.  This  tower (T2) is referred  to as the  "side 
attachment" type. 
Escape  rocket.-  Figure  3(c)  presents a sketch of the two escape-rocket  configura- 
tions of the  investigation.  Both  escape-rocket  configurations  were  identical  except  for a 
collar and  14.034-cm-diameter  disk (flow separator)  added  around  the  rocket skirt for 
the  configuration  designated R2 and  intended as a solution  to  dynamic  stability  problems 
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of the launch-escape vehicle. (See ref. 8.)  However, the objective of the present inves- 
tigation  was  to  determine  the effect of the  disk on  the static longitudinal  aerodynamic 
characteristics only. 
Nozzles.-  The  sketch  and table shown in  figure 3(d) give  details of the  four sets of 
nozzle configurations. Nozzle cant angles of 21°, 35O, and 42O (designated N1, N2, 
and N3, respectively)  were  used  to  study  the effect of nozzle  cant  angle.  The  throat  and 
exit areas of all the  nozzles  for  these  configurations  were  the  same  and  thus  produced a 
thrust  vector  along  the model center  line ( 6  = O o ) .  In order  to  determine  the  effect of an 
offset  thrust  vector  on  the  aerodynamic  characteristics of the  launch-escape  vehicle, a 
fourth set of nozzles  (designated N4) with  unequal  throat areas in  the  pitch  plane  was 
investigated.  The  resultant  thrust  vector (6 = 2O45') produces a pitching  moment  intended 
to  curve  the  launch-escape  vehicle  flight  path away from  the  booster. 
Exhaust  simulation-  The  escape-rocket  exhaust flow was  simulated by the  hydrogen 
peroxide  gas  generator shown in  figure 5. A more  detailed  description of the  catalyst 
pack,  escape  rocket,  and  propellant-supply  system may be found in  reference 5. Typical 
hydrogen  peroxide  hot-jet  simulators  and  the  related  propellant-supply  system are 
described  in  reference 9. The  four  longitudinal  members of the  escape-rocket  tower 
structure  were  used  to  pipe  liquid  hydrogen  peroxide  into a radial-flow  catalyst  pack 
located  in  the  escape  rocket. A flexible  helix  restraint  system  was  used  to  pass  the  pro- 
pellant  lines  over  the  balance  so  that  restraint on the  balance  was  held  to a minimum. 
(See ref. 5.) The resulting exhaust products of rocket-motor operation - oxygen and 
superheated  steam ( l o l l o  K) - were  exhausted  through  four  nozzles  located at the  rocket 
base and canted outward at an angle p. The model rocket nozzles had scaled  throat and 
exit  areas  and  the  same  expansion  ratios as the  full-scale  rocket  nozzles.  The two 
nozzles  in  the yaw plane had equal  exit  area  to  throat  area  ratios of 8.59 for all the con- 
figurations of the  investigation.  The  top and bottom  nozzles  in  the  pitch  plane had exit 
area  to  throat  area  ratios of 10 and 7.62, respectively,  for  the  configuration  utilizing  the 
N4 nozzle set. The  asymmetric  thrust of the  pitch  nozzles  provided  the  offset  thrust 
vector (2045') shown in  figure 1 only for  the N4 nozzles (6 = Oo for  N1, N2, and N3 nozzle 
sets). 
Instrumentation 
Forces  and  moments on the  model  were  measured by a six-component  strain-gage 
balance. Liquid hydrogen  peroxide flow rate was  measured  with a vane  type of electronic 
flowmeter  located in the  hydrogen  peroxide  supply  line.  Rocket-exhaust  plenum  chamber 
pressures  were  measured at the  locations  indicated in figure 5. The  signals  from  the 
balance,  pressure  transducers,  and  the  flowmeter  were  converted  to  dc  millivolts and 
recorded on magnetic  tape. 
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Tests  
The  present  investigation  covered a Mach number  range  from 0.70 to 1.30 and 
angles of attack from -5O to 31O. Thrust coefficient CA,~  was  varied  from 0 to about 
3.54 depending upon Mach number.  The  average  Reynolds  number  based  on  the  maximum 
command-module base  diameter  was 4.34 X lo6 at a Mach  number of 0.90. 
The test runs  were  made by first setting  the Mach number  and  angle of attack  and 
then  taking  data  through a range of chamber-pressure  ratios  from 1 (jets off) to  the  maxi- 
mum.  In  the  course of operating  the  rocket  through  the  cycle,  the  tunnel Mach number 
varied somewhat, particularly at supersonic speeds. For example,  where  data  are  pre- 
sented at a nominal  value of M = 1.3, some of the test points  may  actually  be at Mach 
numbers  that  are as low as 1.28. In addition,  chamber  pressure  varied  slightly  from  the 
values  desired  and  hence  could  not  be  duplicated at each  angle of attack  for a given Mach 
liumber.  Therefore,  the  data are also  presented at nominal  values of thrust  coefficient. 
DATA REDUCTION 
Standard  force  coefficients  were  obtained  from  millivolt  readings by machine  com- 
putation. All aerodynamic coefficients, except where noted, in this report have all appli- 
cable  components of the jet thrust  removed as follows: 
This  calculation  removes all force and  moment  components  due  to  jet  thrust  but  retains 
all  jet-exhaust  interference  effects on the  command-module  aerodynamic  characteristics. 
The components of axial force CA,f, normal force CN,f, and pitching moment 
due  to  the  rocket  thrust  were  obtained  from a static  calibration,  Static  rocket- Cm,f 
thrust  calibrations  were conducted  with a shroud  around  the  command  module,  which  was 
not attached  to  the  balance,  to  prevent  measurement of any jet interference  forces on the 
module.  The  variation of CA,f, CN,~ ,  and Cm,f with rocket-chamber pressure ratio 
is presented  in figure 6. The  jet-thrust  coefficient was obtained from  the  static  cali- 
brations as follows: 
(Axial force) (Axial force) 
or - j 
‘A,j - g,A cos p Pa’ COS B 
A static  calibration of the 21° nozzle set was not made  because of excessive 
impingement of hot gas on the  command  module.  The  calibration  curve  given  in  fig- 
ure  6(a) for  the 21° nozzle set was  obtained by normalizing  both  slope  and  intercept  for 
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the  other  three sets of nozzles (N2, N3, and N4) by dividing by the  cosine of the  cant  angle. 
The  average  slope and intercept  thus  obtained  were  multiplied by cosine of 210 to  give 
the  line shown. Since  the  thrust  vectors of the N1, N2, and N3 nozzles  were  symmetric 
to  the  center  line of the  model,  the  normal-force  and  pitching-moment  coefficients were 
essentially  zero and a re  not  shown in  figures 6(b)  and  6(c) for  these  nozzle  configurations. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The  effects of escape-rocket  operation and angle of attack on the  static  aerodynamic 
characteristics of configuration C2-Tl-Rl-N2 a r e  well documented in reference 5. Since 
similar  results  were  obtained  for all configurations of this  investigation,  these  effects 
will not be  discussed  here  but  can  be  readily deduced from  the  figures  presented.  The 
present  paper  merely  describes  the  effect of configuration  modifications on the  aerody- 
namic  characteristics including jet  interference  effects. 
Effect of Command-Module Strakes 
The  effect of command-module  strakes on force and  moment  coefficients is shown 
in  figure 7 .  The  variation of axial-force  coefficient  with  angle of attack is presented  in 
figure  7(a).  The  addition of strakes  to  the  command module  in  the yaw plane had little 
effect on axial-force coefficient for the C A , ~  = 0 case  except at low angles of attack and 
M = 1.00 where  the  addition of the  "two-piece"  strake (C3) decreased  the  axial  force 
(drag) slightly. With the  escape  rocket  operating,  the  addition of either  strake  configura- 
tion (C3 or  C4) decreased  axial  force  (drag) by reducing  adverse  jet  interference  effects. 
The  two-piece  strake  generally  gave  the  lowest  axial-force  coefficient  except at M = 1.28, 
C A , ~  = 0.81. 
Because of the  increased  planform  area,  normal  force  increased  for a! > 0 and 
decreased  for a! < 0 for  most  test  conditions when either  strake  configuration was added 
to  the  command  module as shown in figure  7(b).  Little  effect is shown at low angles of 
attack  for  the jet-off case. 
Figure  7(c)  presents  the  variation of pitching-moment  coefficient  with  angle of 
attack  for  several  values of Mach number and thrust  coefficient. Addition of the two- 
piece  strake (C3) had no effect on pitching  moment at low angles of attack  for  the jet-off 
case;  however, at higher  angles of attack,  addition of the  two-piece  strake (C3) increased 
stability for M = 1.00 and shifted the unstable pitch-up condition at M = 1.28 from 
approximately 8O to 11'. For  jet-on  conditions,  the  addition of the C3 strakes  increased 
stability for 20° < a! < 31' at M = 1.00 whereas no definite trend is shown at 
M = 1.28. 
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Addition of the  one-piece strake (C4) had little effect on  stability  in  the  angle-of- 
attack range investigated except at M = 1.00, C A , ~  = 2.3 where the unstable pitch-up 
condition was  eliminated. 
Effect of Escape-Rocket  Tower  Modification 
Figure 8 presents  the effect of escape-rocket  tower  modifications on the jet-off 
aerodynamic  characteristics of the launch-escape vehicle. Modification of the  escape 
rocket  from  the  side  attachment type (T2) to  the  ring  attachment  type (Tl) decreased 
axial force  (drag) at most  test  conditions.  Increasing Mach number  decreased  this  favor- 
able  effect  until at M = 1.27, the  axial-force  coefficient  for  the  (Tl)  type  tower w a s  
slightly  higher  than  that  for  the  side  attachment  type (T2). Little or no effect of tower 
modification  'was found on jet-off normal-force and  pitching-moment  coefficients as shown 
in figures 8(b) and  8(c). 
Effect of Rocket  Skirt  Disk 
The  effect of a flow separator  disk on the  aerodynamic  characteristics of the  launch- 
escape  vehicle is shown in  figure 9. The flow separator  was  intended as a dynamic sta- 
bility f i x  for problems found in other investigations. (See ref. 8.) For jet-off condi- 
tions,  mixed results  were obtained by  adding the  disk  to  the  escape  rocket; axial force 
(drag) was generally decreased at M = 1.00 and M = 1.26 but was increased at 
M = 0.70, as shown in  figure 9(a). An unfavorable  increase of axial force is shown in 
figure  9(a)  for  the  disk  configuration  when  the  escape  rocket is operating. 
For jet-off conditions,  addition of the  disk  increased  the  absolute  value of normal- 
force  coefficient  throughout  the  range of test  conditions as shown in  figure  9(b).  The 
effect of the  disk on normal  force  was  small  and  erratic  for  jet-on  conditions. 
The jet-off  longitudinal static  stability  was  increased by the  addition of the  disk  for 
- 50 < a < 8O as shown in  figure 9(c).  The  unstable  pitch up  shown for jet-off conditions 
at M = 1.26 was shifted from approximately loo to 12O. The jet-on data were more 
errat ic  than  the jet-off data  but  several  instances of stability  increases may be noted. 
Effect of Nozzle  Cant Angle 
The  effect of nozzle  cant  angle on the Apollo launch-escape  vehicle  aerodynamic 
characteristics is shown in  figure 10. The  data shown in  figure 10 a r e  plotted  for a 
constant nominal value of CA,j cos 6 (propulsive or axial component of thrust, see fig. 1) 
rather  than  CA,~  since it was  desired  to  determine  the  effects of nozzle cant angle at 
equal  net axial force  and not equal  net  nozzle  thrust. 
Nozzle  cant  angle had little or no effect on axial-force  coefficient  for jet-off  con- 
ditions. Axial force  (drag)  was  greatly  reduced by increasing  nozzle  cant  angle when the 
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escape  rocket  was  operating.  This  favorable  decrease of axial force is probably  caused 
by less exhaust  impingement  on  the  command  module  surface  when  the 350 and 42O cant 
angle  nozzles are utilized. At M = 0.70, the 350 and 42O cant  angle  nozzles  give  approxi- 
mately  the  same  axial-force  level.  With  increasing Mach number,  however,  the jet- 
exhaust  stream is turned so that  the 35O cant  angle  nozzle  has a higher  axial-force  (drag) 
level  because of exhaust  impingement  than  the 42O cant  angle  nozzle. 
Little or no effect of nozzle  cant  angle on normal  force is shown in figure lo@). 
Some erratic  variations due to  rocket  exhaust flow is shown for  the  jet-on  conditions. 
Nozzle  cant  angle  had little effect  on  pitching-moment  coefficient for jet-off  con- 
ditions as shown in  figure lO(c). Generally  erratic  behavior of pitching  moment is 
observed  for  the  jet-on  case.  However, it can  be  seen  that  the 42O nozzle  cant  angle 
produced an unstable condition at M = 0.70 and the 210 nozzle cant angle configuration 
became  unstable at a lower  angle of attack  than  the 35O nozzle  cant  angle at M = 1.28. 
Effect of Offset  Thrust  Vector 
Figure 11 presents  the  effect of an  offset  thrust  vector on axial-force,  normal- 
force, and pitching-moment coefficients. As might be expected, no effect of an offset 
thrust  vector on axial force,  normal  force,  or  pitching  moment is shown for  the jet-off 
case. With the  escape  rocket  operating, axial force is decreased  slightly at low angles 
of attack for a thrust vector e = Oo as compared with 8 = 2.45. Little or  no jet inter- 
ference on normal  force and pitching  moment  due  to an offset  thrust  vector is shown for 
the  jet-on  case. 
Total  pitching-moment  coefficient  (includes  component  due to  rocket  thrust) is 
shown in figure 12 plotted  against  angle of attack  for  the  jet-on  case. As might be 
expected,  an  increase of thrust  vector  from 00 to 2O45' increases  pitching  moment.  The 
general  trends of the  curves  do not greatly change  with thrust  vector and this  fact  indi- 
cates a small  effect of jet  interference on the  launch-escape  vehicle as shown  by 
figure 11. 
CONCLUSIONS 
An investigation of a 0.085-scale  model of several Apollo launch-escape  vehicle 
configurations  including  the  effects of escape-rocket-exhaust  interference  has  been  con- 
ducted.  The  results of the  investigation  have  led  to  the following conclusions: 
1. Addition of strakes  to command  module  in  the yaw plane  generally  decreased 
jet-on  axial  force  (drag),  increased  the  absolute  value of normal  force and  had  mixed 
results on pitching  moment. 
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2. The  ring  attachment type of rocket  tower  structure  produced  lower  values of 
axial force  (drag)  than  the  side  attachment  type of tower  for jet-off conditions  except at a 
Mach  number of 1.27. The  tower  modifications  had little or  no effect on normal  force or 
pitching  moment  (jet-off). 
3. Axial force (drag) was  increased by the  addition of the  flow-separator  disk at 
jet-on  conditions  whereas  normal  force  and  pitching  moment  did not exhibit any definite 
trends  due  to  jet  interference. 
4.  Increasing  nozzle  cant  angle  decreased  the  axial  force  (drag)  for  jet-on  condi- 
tions  and had mixed  effects on normal  force and  pitching  moment. 
5. Although an  offset  thrust  vector  obtained by using  different  nozzle  throat  areas 
in  the  pitch  plane  increased  the  total  pitching-moment  coefficient,  the  effects of jet 
interference  due  to  offset  thrust on axial  force,  normal  force,  and  pitching  moment  were 
negligible. 
Langley Research  Center, 
National  Aeronautics  and  Space  Administration, 
Langley Station, Hampton, Va., July 26, 1968, 
124-07-02-02-23. 
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Figure 1.- Body system of axis.  Force and moment coefficients on model including rocket thrust components. Arrows indicate positive direction. 
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Figure 3.- Sketch giving configuration details and configuration code. All dimensions are in centimeters. 
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Figure 3.- Continued. 
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(d) Rocket nozzle details. 
Figure 3.- Concluded. 
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Figure 4.- Continued. 
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Figure 4.- Concluded. 
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Figure 5.- Sketch of rocket decomposition  chamber. 
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Figure 6.- Static thrust  calibrations of launch-escape vehicle. 
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Figure 7.- Effect of antenna and strakes on axial-force, normal-force, and pitching-moment coefficients for several values of thrust coefficient and Mach number. 
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Figure 7.- Continued. 
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Figure 7.- Concluded. 
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Figure E.- Effect of escape-rocket tower on axial-force, normal-force, and pitching-moment coefficients for several values of Mach number. C A , ~  = 0.0; Skirt disk off. 
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Figure 8.- Continued. 
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Figure 8.- Concluded. 
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Figure 9.- Effect of rocket skirt disk on axial-force, normal-force, and pitching-moment coefficients for several values of Mach number and thrust coefficient. Rocket  ower TI. 
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Figure 9.- Continued. 
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Figure 9.- Concluded. 
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Figure 10.- Effect of nozzle cant angle on axial-force, normal-force, and pitching-moment coefficients for several values of C A j  ,-os ,q and Mach number. 
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Figure 10.- Continued. 
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Figure 10.- Concluded. 
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Figure 11.- Effect of thrust vector on aXial-fOrCe, nOrmal-fOrCe, and pitching-moment coefficients for several values of thrust coefficient and Mach number. 
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Figure 11.- Continued. 
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Figure 11.- Concluded. 
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